THE CONTINUING GROWTH in network bandwidth and services, the need to adapt products to rapid market changes, and the introduction of new network protocols have created the need for a new breed of high-performance, flexible system-on-a-chip (SoC) design platforms. Emerging to meet this challenge is the network processor unit. An NPU is a SoC that includes a highly integrated set of programmable or hardwired accelerated engines, a memory subsystem, high-speed interconnect, and media interfaces to handle packet processing at wire speed. investments by letting them track ongoing specification changes.
ity and bandwidth are extremely demanding. The interconnect between processors, memories, and coprocessors must support a very high, cost-effective, scalable bandwidth. 3, 4 A key aspect of efficient NPU hardware use is latency hiding. The most common latencyhiding approach is multithreading, which efficiently multiplexes a processing element's hardware. Multithreading lets the hardware process other streams while another thread waits for memory access or coprocessor execution. Most NPUs have separate register banks for different threads, with hardware units that schedule threads and swap them in one cycle. We call this function hardware multithreading.
StepNP overview
In developing the StepNP platform, we had several objectives. We wanted the platform to be I a challenging internal driver for our existing embedded systems 5 and system design technology development, 6 as well as a driver for high-level multiprocessor platform methods under development; I a vehicle for long-term research in multiprocessor architecture exploration, design tools, and methods; I an open, easily accessible environment, built with public-domain components as much as possible; and I a baseline from which designers can easily derive realistic NPU architectures. Figure 1 shows the StepNP platform. It consists of three main frameworks: the application software development platform, the NPU-architecture simulation platform, and the SoC tools platform.
Application software platform
Our application software platform is a direct port of MIT's open source Click modular router framework for the rapid development of embedded routing-application software. 7 We chose it for its modularity, flexibility, and ease of reconfiguration. Figure 1a shows sample Click modules performing packet classification, discarding, stripping, and queuing. These modules can be linked together to quickly create a routing application. The StepNP architecture platform includes a network-address translation application that we developed using the Click framework. This application emulates a virtual host by capturing packets from the workstation's physical Ethernet connection, performing network address translation algorithms, and reinjecting the result on the Ethernet line.
Architecture platform
Commercial NPUs feature a wide range of architectural styles, from fully software programmable to almost completely hardwired. For the StepNP initial platform, or base platform, we use a fully programmable architecture based on standard RISC processors, and a simple interconnect. The base platform allows easy plugand-play replacement with more specialized processors, coprocessors, and interconnect.
We wanted the StepNP modeling approach to support easy integration of debugging and analysis tools, as well as top-down verification methodologies. In particular, we concentrated on the analysis of communication properties between NPU building blocks, including interface behavior, data throughput, and latencies. As Figure 1b shows, the base platform includes three main IP component types:
I processor engines (RISC-based architecture models augmented with configurable hardware multithreading capability and a simple n-stage pipeline), I a network-on-a-chip communication channel (in this case, a high-level split-transaction channel model), and I specialized coprocessors (in this case, a semaphore engine as a demonstration coprocessor).
The architecture platform includes a coprocessor I/O port. We also integrated a model of a network-packet search engine coprocessor in the architecture platform; this model is for STMicroelectronics' internal use and is not part of the base platform.
SoC tools platform
The SoC tools platform provides two main categories of tools:
Platform-Based Design of SoCs I component level (embedded-software-development tools for the individual processors used in StepNP, including a C compiler, an instruction-set simulator, and a source-level debugger), and I SoC level (tools for controlling, debugging, and analyzing the top-level multiprocessor architecture).
The SoC-level tools allow visualization and control of the model's execution from various perspectives (programming, logical, temporal, spatial, and user-defined) for a range of abstraction levels (functional, transaction, and cyclebased). The programming perspective is a multiprocessor version of a conventional source-level debugger. The logical perspective lets the user track a single packet's processing logically, even though the processing is distributed over multiple processor, interconnect, and hardware resources. The logical view is a natural extension of the programming perspective.
The temporal perspective lets the user visualize parallel activities on a time line. The time line can represent various abstraction levelsfor example, the name of the top-level C function running on a processor at a given time, or the signal value on a bus.
The spatial perspective allows event tracking in a hierarchical block diagram. StepNP automatically extracts the graphical representation of the hierarchy from the model via an introspective application programming interface described later. Finally, well-defined APIs that allow easy connection of scripting languages or graphical environments enable userdefined perspectives, a key requirement for STMicroelectronics' customers.
StepNP architecture simulation platform
Now we take a closer look at the architecture simulation platform and its three IP component types.
Modeling language
We chose SystemC 2.0 (http://www. systemc.org), with its wide range of modeling abstraction capability, as the StepNP architecture platform's main modeling language. Where appropriate, we also included morespecialized languages-for example, Tool Command Language (Tcl) for user scripts and Java/Forte for graphical user interfaces and user-defined extensions.
Multithreaded processor model
The base StepNP architecture platform includes the public-domain models of the ARM v4 and the PowerPC (versions 603, 603a, and 604) instruction-set architectures (http://www. fsf.org) and the Stanford DLX processor model. 8 Our approach is to encapsulate functional instruction-set models into a SystemC wrapper. The encapsulation produces a cycle-based model implementing a configurable hardware multithreading capability and a simple n-stage pipeline.
Each thread in the SystemC processor wrapper calls the instruction-set simulator (ISS) to implement the thread instructions. The wrapper interleaves the sequencing and timing of these calls to model the execution of a hardware-multithreaded processor. The ISS returns memory reference operations to the wrapper for implementation in SystemC. The wrapper communicates with the rest of the StepNP platform via the SystemC Open Core Protocol (SOCP) communication channel interface described later.
For research teams interested in network-specific instruction-set optimizations, we are planning to integrate Xtensa configurable processor models from Tensilica (http://www.tensilica. com) and models from the LisaTek instructionset simulation model generator toolset (http:// www.lisatek.com). These models will help researchers explore a wide range of possible instruction-set architectures.
Coprocessors
Users can easily integrate new coprocessor models into StepNP, using the SOCP communication channel interface. Currently, the base platform includes a semaphore engine model that allows concurrency management in the processor array.
The network search engine is a pipelined SRAM-based solution to the lookup and classification problems. It also aids virtual private networking. This solution uses significantly lower cost and power than a component based on content-addressable memory with built-in table management. The StepNP platform serves as a validation environment for this search engine during the architecture design phase. Later, it serves as a reference platform for customers.
Communication channel
The interconnect model developed in the base StepNP platform is a simple functional model supporting split-transaction communiPlatform-Based Design of SoCs cation. We gave the communication channel's interface definition particular attention, and we describe it in the next section.
We are planning to integrate other interconnect technologies into StepNP: STMicroelectronics' Octagon 4 network on a chip and LIP6's (Laboratoire d'Informatique de Paris 6) SPIN network on a chip (http://www-asim. lip6.fr/cerme/presentations_28_01.html).
Communication channel interface
Our goal was a standardized interface that would let users plug in and play SoC IP components at various abstraction levels.
Requirements
The Master-slave interface. The OCP standard uses unidirectional connections between components, with one side driving the signals and the other receiving. For the SOCP interface, we model this unidirectional connection in SystemC, using a port and an interface. The driving end sends data to the receiving end through the port. The receiving end implements the port interface. OCP has one unidirectional interface for sending requests and another unidirectional interface for receiving responses. It allows single-or split-transaction channel implementations. Requests can be pipelined, and responses can come back out of order in some situations.
The SOCP interface used by the master for sending a request is expressed in SystemC as virtual void putReq(InterfaceData &data)=0;
The interface used by the slave for its response is similarly expressed:
The SOCP allows a direct connection between master and slave, without an intervening channel. This capability is a good test of interface symmetry and correctness. An SOCP channel must implement both master and slave interfaces and supply ports with these interfaces.
Interface data. The data crossing the SOCP interface is essentially the same as that defined in OCP but is expressed in a C++ structure. However, we omitted OCP signals related to low-level handshaking of data across the interface because they are at a lower abstraction level. Table 1 lists the interface data with brief descriptions (the OCP specification gives more details). The table follows the convention that data the master sends to the slave starts with "M," and data the slave sends to the master starts with "S."
Extending OCP semantics for high-level modeling
Although we followed the base OCP and VCI semantics, the SOCP needed selective extensions for functional-and transaction-level modeling.
Burst transfers. Data crosses an OCP interface one word at a time. In SOCP, however, we also allow a complete burst transaction in one put request. We do this by specifying an additional length parameter with a value greater than one and allowing pointers for the address-, data-, and byte-enable parameters. We assume that the other parameters are constant for each data item of the transfer, except for the MBurst parameter, which needn't be set by the master. However, a cycle-accurate adapter on the other side of the interface can choose to feed the data into a lower-level internal model and generate the burst signal for each word as appropriate. The SOCP interface requires the response length to match the request length.
Blocking semantics. Calls across an SOCP interface can block the caller. Therefore, the caller should be a SystemC thread construct (SC_THREAD). If a slave IP component blocks a put request from a channel, however, the channel could be blocked until the request is serviced. Therefore, if channel blocking is an issue, slave IP components should avoid blocking a put request (by using the SThreadBusy back-pressure mechanism or by buffering requests). The same applies to a response from the slave (or channel) to the master.
It is possible to implement both master and 
Data field Description
MConnID A connection identifier-a number that uniquely identifies a component. MAddr, MAddrPtr The data's address. We extend this parameter in the SOCP interface to make it a pointer to an array of values as well as a scalar value. The array option is for burst transfers.
MData, MDataPtr
The data itself. We extend this in SOCP to make it a pointer to an array of values as well as a scalar. The array option is for burst transfers.
MByteEn, MByteEnPtr Byte enables, for selective byte writes. We extend this in SOCP to make it a pointer to an array of values as well as a scalar. The array option is for burst transfers.
SResp
Slave response code, indicating whether data is correct or an error has occurred.
SThreadID
Pairs the slave's response with the thread in the master that made the request.
SThreadBusy
A hint to the master, indicating threads that are busy in the slave.
slave in a purely functional manner. If a purely functional channel model is used, some mechanism should be provided in the channel to schedule new threads; otherwise, one master will dominate the simulation, and no other threads will run.
Adapters and refinement.
The SOCP supports refinement on either side of the interface and plug-and-play component replacement at various abstraction levels. For example, a purely functional master could use a pin-and cycleaccurate model on the other side of the SOCP interface. Cycle-accurate models on both sides are also possible if put requests and responses occur on a word-by-word basis. The master could also set the burst parameters to the appropriate values for accurately modeling data-streaming across the interface. IP components modeled in a functional style, with requests and responses referring to data blocks, should work with a cycle-accurate channel model. To feed the internal model, the channel model would need an adapter to translate the data in the requests into low-level signals. The adapter should translate low-level responses back into the format in which the master received them. For example, a request that specified a data block should have a response corresponding to that block. However, the channel adapter could feed the slave on a word-by-word basis, even if the master request was a block.
Profile support. The SOCP master-slave interfaces are template classes and can take userspecified address and data type parameters to support OCP-like profiles (basic, simple extensions, and complex extensions).
An IP component can choose to use a subset of the data (for example, only 11 bits of the address field), with the plug-and-play operation rules defined by the standard.
SOCP performance
To evaluate the SOCP modeling approach, we performed two tests. The nullModem test uses a simple functional master, which generates read and write requests, and a simple functional memory as the slave. The master plugs directly into the slave with no intervening channel. The funcTest has the same master and slave components as nullModem but introduces a simple functional implementation of an SOCP channel. The funcTest creates eight master components and eight slave components. The channel has a simple time-accounting model, in which transactions are delayed every n calls, for time t (n and t are channel parameters). Table 2 shows the results of these tests. The reads and writes referred to in the table are complete master-slave transactions, consisting of four atomic transactions (master to channel, channel to slave, slave response back to channel, and channel response back to master). We obtained these results using the public-domain SystemC 2.0 class library on a Solaris Sun workstation running Unix and a PC running Linux. In the table, "TAn" indicates that transactiontime accounting occurred every n transactions. On the Solaris platform, this parameter made a big difference in simulation speed (a factor of 5 between TA1 and TA100). Under Linux, this parameter had no effect on performance.
Distributed simulation using SOCP
A benefit of a well-defined communication interface is that it can serve as the basis for partitioning the SystemC simulation model over multiple workstations. To achieve this capability in StepNP, we implemented an SOCP channel called dsim that allows distributed simulation over a pool of workstations. The masters and slaves plug into the dsim channel without any changes. The channel implementation, however, is aware of the workstations involved in the simulation and of the components' addresses and identifiers. If a master sends a request to a local slave, the transaction com- pletes in much the same way as the functional channel. However, if the slave is on another workstation, the channel implementation packages the request and sends it over the network to the destination slave. In this approach, either the communication rate or the slowest distributed SystemC model component limits the overall simulation speed. We measured communication rates of about 30 kHz using the dsim channel implemented with the transmission-control and Internet protocols (TCP/IP) over a standard 100-Mbit Ethernet line. In cooperation with researchers at the University of Montreal, we are working on optimizing the implementation for higher-performance interconnects, using the Myrinet network, which runs an order of magnitude faster.
Model control-and-view support framework
Designers and programmers using StepNP need to debug, verify, understand, initialize, and measure the platform model's execution. This diversity of uses requires a robust methodology for controlling and viewing models.
In most cases, the control-andview components are parts of a process separate from the model itself and are often implemented in another language. For example, scripting languages such as Tcl are often used to automate verification. A typical verification scenario could have a script that populates the routing table in the model with known values and then injects packets into a network device in the model. The script would then start the model execution and examine the emitted packet for correct header values and processing latency.
Given the control-and-view requirements, StepNP supports the introspective approach illustrated in Figure 2 . An external control-andview component-for example, the SoC tools platform-connects to the model's access API. This component can query the model's structure, discover components the model uses, and discover the supported interfaces to these components. In Figure 2 , the external SoC tool component has discovered a SystemC probed signal between two slave model subcomponents, A1 and A2. The StepNP control-and-view framework automates much of this process.
SystemC structural introspection
SystemC provides an API for traversing the model's structural hierarchy. The access API enhances this basic support and builds a structural representation of the model. Low-level signals (such as objects of type sc_signal) and simple state representations can use a StepNP-supplied probe class. This probe class extends signals and state representation variables with functionality that connects to external control-and-view components. These components can use this functionality to discover the model's signals and probed state and to recover the time history as needed. They can also use the probe class for automating sc_trace control, for custom dumps, or for other functions.
SIDL interface
For software written using high-level SystemC 2.0 modeling facilities, automatically extracting state information and allowing control access are more difficult. Therefore, we developed an instrumentation methodology and an associated language called the SystemC Interface Definition Language. An SIDL interface allows external control-and-view components written in various languages to access a SystemC model object implementing this interface.
SIDL looks much like a pure virtual C++ class and is patterned after the sc_interface approach in SystemC. For example, the SIDL interface to a simple counter could be class CounterCandV { public: virtual int getCount() = 0; virtual int setCount(int) = 0; };
An SIDL compiler parses an SIDL header file and produces all the client-server glue. The glue on the server end connects an object implementing this interface to the low-level access API. The compiler produces the client-end glue in the desired language (for example, Java, C++, or Tcl). The function parameters can be basic types (integers, floats, strings, and so forth), structures, or vector containers of these types. The SIDL compiler handles all marshaling and remote procedure call issues.
In the CounterCandV example, a counter in the SystemC model needs only to inherit the server instance of this class (CounterCandVServer) generated by the compiler and implement the getCount and setCount methods.
The client can call the access API in the server to discover all control-and-view interfaces and the names of these instances. For example, a client might find that the model supports a CounterCandV object, named counter0. The client can then create a CounterCandVClient object, supplying the name counter0 to the constructor. The client can then call the getCount and setCount methods of this object, which transparently calls the getCount and setCount methods in the corresponding SystemC object.
At one level, SIDL looks like a distributed object model such as the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA). However, SIDL is more restricted in scope than CORBA, follows the interface style of SystemC, and is integrated in the SystemC environment.
Instrumentation of an SOCP socket with SIDL
It is possible to develop generic control-andview interfaces for common master and slave components, such as processors and memories. However, the instrumentation of an SOCP interface is of particular interest because instrumentation tools developed for an SOCP interface can be used with any IP block.
An IP block with an SOCP interface can be plugged into an object whose function is analogous to an in-circuit emulator (ICE) socket, with no change of the channel object or the device under test, as illustrated for the master module in Figure 2 . The abstract ICE socket can transparently pass master requests and slave responses. However, external software can monitor or generate the transactions using an SIDL interface. The ICE socket can also perform transaction recording and store the transactions in a trace file for viewing by standard CAD tools or, as Figure 2b shows, by more specialized SoC performance analysis tools such as STMicroelectronics' FlexPerf 5 and SysProbe.
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WITHIN THE NEXT YEAR, we plan to make the base StepNP platform available as a publicdomain environment accessible to the research community. In this endeavor, STMicroelectronics will partner with the Canadian Microelectronics Corporation to benefit from its experience in large-scale university interaction and infrastructure support (http://www.cmc.ca).
We also plan to integrate new processors, with instruction sets tuned to networking applications, and a selection of network-on-a-chip interconnects into StepNP. Finally, we will develop a more extensive set of networking applications, derived from the MIT Click modular-router environment. This set of applications will give STMicroelectronics and its research partners a valuable network-processing reference platform for developing new multiprocessor design and automation methodologies.
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